Dear Roadrunners

Congratulations on earning your degree from Metropolitan State University of Denver. You set a goal, worked diligently in the face of unprecedented obstacles and made it to the finish line. It’s time to celebrate!

Let me also extend my gratitude to your family and friends who have cheered you on. Without people to support us in life, we could never succeed.

You are part of a remarkable graduating class: 2,185 students were eligible to receive their degrees this spring — an impressive number of Roadrunners who are on their way to great things. Your resilience in this challenging year is the epitome of Roadrunner tenacity and speaks to your unwavering desire to succeed.

At MSU Denver, we are reimagining what’s possible in higher education through the power of innovation and transformational, real-world learning to build a better tomorrow. We know that higher education is the key factor in providing upward economic and social mobility. That’s why we offer rigorous, accessible and enriching education that prepares students for successful careers, postgraduate education and lifelong learning.

Our students come from every background and experience, embodying the University’s unique spirit and inclusive environment. We have first-generation college students trying to do a little better than their parents, veterans looking to reestablish themselves in the workforce and plenty of people who want to change directions in their careers. Our mission is to meet students where they are in their lives. They may have taken a zigzaggy path to get to college, but they find their way to MSU Denver and graduate as proud Roadrunners.

Today, you join an alumni community of more than 100,000 graduates in our 55 years as an institution. And not just any alumni — scientists working to cure cancer, legislators going to Congress, engineers building equipment to go to Mars, nurses working on the front line of the pandemic and many others who are at the very top of their fields. They are reimagining what is possible in their own lives and engaging our communities. Roadrunners also power the state’s economy, with more than 80% of alumni remaining in Colorado after graduation. In fact, the direct economic impact of their total average wage earned over a 35-year career totals $134.9 billion.

When you leave here today, you’ll start on your next road. I am confident it will take you to places you never expected and, ultimately, to amazing achievements. Please let us know when you get there, so we can brag about your success.

And don’t forget to tell everyone you know that you graduated from MSU Denver!

Sincerely,

Janine Davidson, Ph.D.
President
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Academic Regalia

Academic attire is modeled after monks’ clothing from the Middle Ages, when college faculty and students were members of religious orders. In England, the faculty of many colleges and universities still wear gowns, hoods and caps in the classroom.

In the early 20th century, colleges and universities throughout the world adopted guidelines for the design and colors of academic regalia. An institution may design and register special attire for its administrators and graduates, but it must conform to certain standards. Once registered, the design and color combination may not be duplicated by other institutions.

The bachelor’s gown is most often black and has long sleeves that taper to a point in the back. It is always worn closed.

The gown signifying the master’s degree also is usually black but may be worn open or closed. It features oblong sleeves that hang below the wrist, tapering to a square cut with a cutaway arc.

Although usually black, the doctoral gown is sometimes seen in colors — often gold, purple, blue or red. The gown may be worn open or closed. The opening of the gown is faced with velvet, and three velvet chevrons run across its bell-shaped sleeves.

The velvet facing and chevrons may be black or the color representing the graduate’s field of study.

The hood varies in length and shape according to the degree it represents: the shortest and smallest signifies a bachelor’s degree, and the longest and widest signifies a doctoral degree.

The velvet bordering the hood represents the graduate’s field of study.

The satin lining of the hood, each a specific design, represents the college or university at which the individual earned his or her degree.

The Oxford cap, or mortarboard as it is better known, completes the attire. Those holding graduate degrees usually wear black tassels on the Oxford cap, but those holding doctoral degrees may wear tassels of gold thread and may also elect to wear a four-sided or eight-sided velvet tam instead of the Oxford cap. Some universities have designated the Cambridge cap — a large, soft beret — for their administrators and those who have earned a doctoral degree at that institution.

At MSU Denver, bachelor’s candidates wear colored tassels on the Oxford cap to represent the academic department from which they earned their degrees. Master’s candidates wear a hood with the representative color.

In addition to her academic regalia, President Janine Davidson, Ph.D. wears the University’s medallion of office, a visible symbol of her authority as the institution’s leader.
Academic Colors

Master's Degree
Hood Colors
- Business (MBA, M.P.Acc.) - Drab
- Cybersecurity (M.S.) - Gold
- Education (MAT) - Light blue
- Health (MHA) - Kelly green
- Human Nutrition and Dietetics (M.S.) - Gold
- Social Work (MSW) - Citron

Bachelor's Degree
Tassel Colors
- College of Business - Drab
- College of Letters, Arts and Sciences - White
- College of Professional Studies - Peacock blue
- School of Education - Light blue
- School of Hospitality - Cardinal

Academic Distinction
You will notice graduation candidates who are wearing one or more cords, stoles or medallions of various colors or designs around the neck of their gowns to represent high academic achievement.

Academic Honors
- Summa Cum Laude, Magna Cum Laude and Cum Laude - Gold and blue cord

Honors Program
- Gray cord; MSU Denver encourages students to enroll in and complete its Honors Program, an especially rigorous course of interdisciplinary study that complements their major and minor degree requirements.

Honor Societies
- Delta Gamma Xi (Alpha Phi Sigma National Criminal Justice Honor Society) - Navy blue and gold cords
- Iota Iota Iota (Women's Studies) - Lavender cord; graduating officers also wear a medallion with a gold ribbon
- Lambda Pi Eta (Communications) - Red, white and gold cords

National Society of Collegiate Scholars
- Golden and burgundy cords tied together. One of the cords has a circular gold medallion with a center torch that has a torch within it, a book underneath it, three stars above it and a laurel wreath facing upward at its base. Surrounding the wreath, torch and stars are the words “The National Society of Collegiate Scholars.”

- Phi Alpha Epsilon Lambda (Social Work) - Blue and gold cords
- Phi Alpha Theta (History) - Red and blue cords
- Psi Chi (Psychology) - Double gold cords with tassels of blue and gold

SALUTE National Veterans Honor Society
- Red, White and Blue cords

Sigma Alpha Pi (Leadership and Success) - Black and platinum cords

Sigma Tau Delta (English) - Red and black cords; members with special distinction in scholarship wear a black and gold medallion with the Greek letters STD hanging from a maroon neck ribbon
For more than 55 years, Metropolitan State University of Denver has provided high-quality, accessible and relevant education, serving as a proving ground for future leaders and empowering our students to reimagine what’s possible in their lives and careers. The University is an educational hub in Colorado’s beloved capital city, and its influence extends far beyond benefits for our graduates. We power the state’s industries and economy and have sent into the workforce more than 100,000 alumni, 80% of whom stay in Colorado.

We are reimagining opportunity
At MSU Denver, we see higher education as the foundation of the American dream. As a Hispanic-Serving Institution, we are profoundly committed to inclusion and serve the most diverse undergraduate-student population in Colorado, and we educate the most first-generation students. Our students come from every background imaginable, and we meet them where they are in their lives and prepare them for postgraduate success. We’re proud to have been recognized by the Military Times for the University’s support of veterans, as well as by the Phi Theta Kappa Honor Society for the innovative pathways we provide to transfer students.

We are reimagining excellence
With more than 100 majors, eight graduate programs and 34 certificate programs, our blended focus on arts, sciences, humanities, professional studies and civic engagement helps students develop career-ready skills and a deep knowledge of the issues and dynamics that shape the workforce. Those students learn with support from extraordinary faculty members who build hands-on learning into every course. Counted among the faculty ranks of noted academics, national experts and industry icons are a Grammy-nominated jazz musician, the former director of the Naval Criminal Investigative Service and even Colorado’s Science Teacher of the Year. And while only 5% of business colleges worldwide earn AACSB accreditation, our College of Business is one of them.

We are reimagining innovation
Great education is always evolving, and MSU Denver is on the cutting edge when it comes to meeting the needs of today’s students and society. Industry and community partnerships such as the One World One Water Center with Denver Botanic Gardens, Individualized Degree Programs, the Classroom to Career Hub, and experiential learning opportunities with companies including Ambient Energy and SpringHill Suites by Marriott are just a few of the ways we prepare students for the workforce. Plus, our Innovative and Lifelong Learning programs offer flexible continuing education to hone skills, earn certifications or expand career options in high-growth industries such as data science and health. For our cutting-edge work, we were named the fifth-most innovative regional university in the West by U.S. News & World Report.
2021 SPRING PROGRAM

PRE-CEREMONY CEREMONY
1:30 p.m. 2–3 p.m.

College of Business
College of Letters, Arts and Sciences
College of Professional Studies
School of Education
School of Hospitality
PROCENSIONAL
Pomp and Circumstance, Op. 39, No. 1  
Sir Edward Elgar
Boulder Brass
Michael Hengst, D.M.A.
Associate Professor of Trumpet,
Director of Brass & Percussion Studies

“The Star-Spangled Banner”  
Francis Scott Key
Justin Milner
Baritone, Spring 2021 Graduate of Music in Vocal Performance,
Boulder Brass
Michael Hengst, D.M.A.
Associate Professor of Trumpet,
Director of Brass & Percussion Studies

Call to Order  
Rebecca Reid, President, Staff Senate

Welcome to Virtual Commencement  
Katia Campbell, Ph.D., President, Faculty Senate

Presidential Greetings  
Janine Davidson, Ph.D., President, MSU Denver

Remarks from Board of Trustees  
Barbara Barnes Grogan, Chair
Russell Noles, Vice Chair

Introduction of the President’s Award Recipient  
Rebecca Trammell, Ph.D., Interim Dean
College of Professional Studies

Remarks from the Spring Class of 2021  
Derek Brekken
Provost’s Award Recipient, Graduating with a Bachelor of Science in Public Relations

Introduction of the Provost’s Award Recipient  
Jason Janke, Ph.D., Interim Dean
College of Letters, Arts and Sciences

Remarks from the Spring Class of 2021  
Nayeli Cisneros Saucedo
President’s Award Winner Recipient, Graduating with a Bachelor of Science in Psychology

Introduction of Marathon Award  
Janine Davidson, Ph.D., President, MSU Denver

Remarks from Marathon Award Recipient  
Laura Richardson
Lieutenant General in the United States Army and Commanding General of United States Army North

Introduction of the Keynote Speaker  
Braedan Weart, President
Student Government Assembly

Keynote Speaker  
Monica M. Márquez
Colorado Supreme Court Justice
Alumni Charge
Jamie Hurst, J.D.
Assistant Vice President of Strategic Engagement and Spring 2021 Graduate

Presentation of Candidates
Alfred Tatum, Provost

CONFERRING OF MASTER'S DEGREES
Janine Davidson, Ph.D., President, MSU Denver

Presentation of Diplomas
College of Business
Ann Murphy, Ph.D., Dean

College of Professional Studies
Rebecca Trammell, Ph.D., Interim Dean

School of Education
Elizabeth Hinde, Ph.D., Dean

CONFERRING OF BACHELOR'S DEGREES
Janine Davidson, Ph.D., President, MSU Denver

Presentation of Diplomas
College of Business
Ann Murphy, Ph.D., Dean

College of Letters, Arts and Sciences
Jason Janke, Ph.D., Interim Dean

College of Professional Studies
Rebecca Trammell, Ph.D., Interim Dean

School of Education
Elizabeth Hinde, Ph.D., Dean

School of Hospitality
Christian Hardigree, J.D., Dean

Tassel Ceremony
Janine Davidson, Ph.D., President, MSU Denver

Closing Ceremony
Janine Davidson, Ph.D., President, MSU Denver
Commencement Speaker: Monica M. Márquez

Monica M. Márquez was sworn in as a Colorado Supreme Court justice Dec. 10, 2010, having been appointed by Gov. Bill Ritter Jr. Before joining the court, Márquez served as deputy attorney general at the Colorado Attorney General’s Office, where she led the State Services section in representing several state executive-branch agencies and Colorado’s statewide elected public officials. Márquez also served as assistant solicitor general and as assistant attorney general in the Public Officials Unit and the Criminal Appellate Section. Before joining the Attorney General’s Office, she practiced general commercial litigation and employment law at Holme Roberts and Owen LLP.

Márquez grew up in Grand Junction. She earned her bachelor’s degree from Stanford University in 1991, then served in the Jesuit Volunteer Corps as an inner-city schoolteacher and community organizer in Camden, New Jersey, and Philadelphia before earning her law degree from Yale Law School in 1997. Upon graduation, she clerked for Judge Michael Ponsor of the U.S. District Court for the District of Massachusetts in Springfield, Massachusetts, and for Judge David Ebel of the United States Court of Appeals for the Tenth Circuit in Denver.

Márquez is a member of the American Law Institute, the American Bar Association, the Colorado and Denver Bar Associations, the Colorado Women’s Bar Association and the Minoru Yasui Inn of Court. Before joining the court, she served on the boards of the Colorado Hispanic Bar Association, the Colorado LGBT Bar Association and the Latina Initiative and as chair of the Denver Mayor’s LGBT Commission.

She serves as a liaison justice to the Office of Attorney Regulation and its related committees and as chair of the Water Court Rules Committee. Márquez is a co-leader of the Bench Dream Team, a group of judges dedicated to diversity and inclusion in Colorado's judicial system. She also serves as chair of the Colorado Supreme Court’s Task Force on Lawyer Well-Being. Márquez and several law clerks helped coach La Academia’s mock-trial team from 2014 until 2018, when the alternative high school closed its doors. She regularly mentors students and aspiring young lawyers, including a first-generation Latina college student with Law School Yes We Can.

For her career of service, Márquez has been recognized with the Colorado LGBT Bar Association’s 2009 Outstanding LGBT Attorney Award, Davis Graham and Stubbs LLP’s 2009 Richard Marden Davis Award, the Yale Latino Law Student Association’s 2011 Public Service Award, the Latinas First Foundation’s 2014 Trailblazer Award, the Hispanic National Bar Foundation’s 2017 Judicial Leadership Award and the Asian Pacific American Bar Association of Colorado’s 2019 Minoru Yasui Community Service Award.

When not working or volunteering, Márquez enjoys hiking with her spouse and partner of over 20 years, Sheila Barthel, and playing endless games of fetch with their boisterous yellow Lab, Tegan.
It seems that any time the word “can’t” is spoken, Nayeli Cisneros Saucedo never hears the “t” at the end.

“I remember people telling me I can’t apply for FAFSA, or student loans, and that I couldn’t go to college without a Social Security number” said Saucedo, who is 20 and will graduate from Metropolitan State University of Denver debt-free in May with a 4.0 GPA in Psychology as the 2021 President’s Award winner. “I didn’t take no for an answer, and it worked out.”

It’s not surprising she chose to major in Psychology. She learned early on that life can be harsh and that maintaining good mental health is vital. Saucedo was brought to the U.S. from Mexico at age 8 to escape violence. She recalled that as a child in Mexico she would see in the news that women in her neighborhood were being raped and killed.

“My mom would explain to me how challenging it was to live there, that people could always hurt us, especially for being women, and how much trauma she had experienced as a child,” Saucedo said. “This is when I realized that it was not only about being physically healthy but it was also about being mentally healthy as well, in order to live an optimal quality of life.”

When Saucedo was 7, armed gangsters stormed her older brother’s high school. Her mother rushed to the school with her and her baby brother in the back seat.

“We could hear the gunshots,” she said. “My mom told us to hide under the car seat, and she went looking for my brother. After a few minutes, she came back, but she didn’t find him. We left and ended up waiting for two hours before we learned he was safe. This is the type of fear we would experience while living there.”

And even when her family made it to the U.S., Saucedo said, times remained tough.

“I think the toughest thing knowing I was undocumented and feeling like I wasn’t wanted in this country – that was discouraging,” she said.

Her family had no access to health care and was too afraid to accept or receive any government or public help when times got hard, Saucedo said.

“My mom never hid anything from me,” she said. “She’d always remind us that we could be sent back to Mexico at any time and that we could lose everything. It taught me to always appreciate what I have and that if I worked hard, I could be successful here.”

Saucedo has clearly proved that.

Last September, she received the right to legally work in the United States. And this spring, she plans to interview about attaining permanent status. “That would open more doors for me,” she said.

Saucedo, who plans to earn her doctorate in Psychology, credited MSU Denver for providing support to help her earn her degree.

“(MSU Denver) has so many programs that are helpful, that are made for us (immigrants) and that help us in all aspects, from academic to legal support and even emotional support,” she said. “It’s amazing what the University has done for us.”

As part of her winning the President’s Award, Saucedo will speak to her fellow graduates. She said she is excited and nervous about speaking to her fellow graduates.

“I’ve worked hard to get where I am now, so I want to share my story. I want to let everyone know that anybody can do what I did,” she said. “There’s a belief that undocumented students can’t go to college, and I want to be part of the living proof that this is possible, that we all – undocumented or not – have the right to higher education.”
How does a high school dropout end up winning one of Metropolitan State University of Denver’s highest awards for student achievement?

Meet Derek Brekken, who’s happy to tell you how. It’s his story. In fact, it was while he was at MSU Denver that he discovered and sharpened his natural talent for telling stories. It has transformed his life.

But yes, starting out, life wasn’t nearly as good as it is now for Brekken, who has just been named MSU Denver’s Spring 2021 Provost’s Award winner.

“I dropped out of high school when I was 17,” Brekken said. “Dropping out wasn’t an uncommon experience in my neighborhood. And I spent the next 10 years of my life learning things the hard way.”

Brekken, who grew up in Security, near Colorado Springs, said that decade was filled with bouncing around in entry-level positions in landscaping, health care, printing and customer service.

“And during that time, fear was the primary factor motivating my decisions,” he said. “Fear of failure. Fear of success. Fear limited my ability to identify purpose and commit to anything meaningful for long enough to experience a benefit. At some point, I realized nothing would change unless I did.”

He started that commitment with education, enrolling at MSU Denver in 2018, at first studying journalism.

“I really value the role journalists play in helping inform their community on the issues that matter,” he said, “and MSU Denver’s documentary-journalism program stood out.”

But after a few of the required public-relations classes, Brekken learned that the value of storytelling within organizations also shapes communities.

“When you combine that revelation with the passion, talent and skill of the PR instructors, it’s easy to see how my transition into the PR program took shape,” he said.

Brekken, 31, who’ll graduate in May with a degree in PR and a 3.95 GPA, said eventually the value of education “emerged as a road map” to personal accountability and new motivations.

“Shedding the belief that someone from a low-income, single-parent household wasn’t capable of success took me a while,” he said, “but I’ve come to learn that identifying your values, taking personal accountability and accepting change can make what I want to accomplish possible.”

He said MSU Denver gave him plenty of hands-on training through curricula, student organizations and clubs.

“For me, my time at the Office of Student Media, or Met Media, stands out as one of the places that offered me a ton of practical experience in the media world,” Brekken said.

There, he hosted a podcast that highlighted MSU Denver leaders including President Janine Davidson, Ph.D., and many others.

He then rose to the general-manager post at Met Radio, a role that he says allowed him to support students in developing their own practical experience in podcasting and radio. The Met Radio job then led to an internship at United Launch Alliance, the country’s most experienced space-launch service provider, where he produced, edited and hosted a seven-part series introducing the company’s newest launch vehicle.

On winning the Provost’s Award, Brekken said he’s “humbled to be recognized ... and I feel extremely supported by the University.”

“My mom told me she hopes winning the award helps me to see myself in the way that others do. She practically forced me to apply for the award in the first place,” he said.

After he graduates, Brekken plans to attend law school and hopes to work in media law.

“But I am open to future opportunities and excited to see what’s next,” he said. “I also feel I have a responsibility to show the world what an MSU Denver Provost’s Award winner is capable of.”
College of Business
Graduation Candidates Spring 2021

Master’s Candidates
Master of Professional Accountancy
Natalie Christine Barkley
Derek Brif
Mark Anthony Burfeind
Cameron Michael Burke
++ Ruben Castro Medina
Dennis Barton Connor Jr.
Josephine Abena Dokuah
Okyere Dankyi
Jessica Rachel Feder
Logan Fried
Kayla Greenslade
Chihiro Hasegawa
Robert Howard Hunter
Peggy Jo Jackson
Jordan Stuart Londer
Timorae Noir Mawhir
Derek Adam McAdoo
Reid Samuel McKenzie
Timothy Robert Murphy
Laiba Saqib
Simone Tarese Simonette
Ainsley McKenna Winterrowd

Master of Business Administration
Paul N. Anderson
Lucia Bollow
Christina Louise Botello
Joshua Chen
Kristine Lynn Haley
Craig S. Johlfs
Akemi Karina Koblishcke
Renee K. Meyers
Melissa Arlene Miller
Wesley Paine
Liliana Diaz Stagakes
Eric Telerman
Jacqueline Anne Vanderburg
Nikoletta Vecsei Harrold
Ye Zhang

Baccalaureate Candidates
Accounting
Erfun Aghajani
Eman Hussein Al Abbas
Jesus Alvarado Lupercio
Laura Anaya
Sophia Rosalie Andrews
Kaylee Barbalace
Glen Darrell Beale
Sarah Becker
Max Jordan Bignell
Nicholas John Bland
Yvonne Boateng
Claudine Marie Bohanon
Jacob Steven Bouley
Derek Brif
Ruben Castro Medina
Haipeng Chen
Sloane Catherine Crazy Bear
Jesse Thomas Darrow
Samuel Eliseo Escamilla
Kiara Gisell Escobedo Rangel
Jose Bryant Flores Ramirez
Joshua Taylor Ford
Brandon Alonzo Garcia
Estrella Garcia
Taylor Alexis Gaulden
Gretchen Elise Gomer
Marisol Gomez
Kayla Michelle Gorton
Tracee Renee Graham
Daniel Hall
Jacob Stone Hanlon
Y Thien Hoang
Austin James Hooper
Aricelli Jimenez-Avelar
Fares Khalid Khazy
Brent Ian Kuhrs
Julie Le
Hannah Faye Lewis
Allison Baxter Lubbs
Christopher Levi Maes
Kayla Belle Makowski
Jessica Leigh Martin
Sarah Christine Martinez
Ryan Matthew Mastin
Marina Stephanie Mayen
Rayna Nicole Kawehilani Miranda
Desbele Tesfom Migos
Martin Kabwika Mulumba
Cuong The Nguyen
Mai Quynh Phan
Katrina Grace Pulice
Brayan Quintana
Sabrina Rivera
Iraly Salazar
Cheyenne Kay Schoenfeld
Simone Tarese Simonette
Nelli Nicole Simons
JaMonica Louise Stanley
Hayden Lee Stevens
Megan M. Stewart
Francis Dayton Titch
Michael Armando Trujillo
Saro Umubyeyi
Vivian Huyentrang Vo
Anna Vu
Demetris Alex Warren
Christian Alexander Wilson-Poole

Computer Information Systems and Business Analytics
Sarah Saadi Abukar
Emmanuel Afriyie
Nana Kumi Agyemang
Homoud Al Aaed
Pooja Ale
Sean Patrick Andrews
Derek Evan Appie
Christopher Juan Breland
Maxson Michael Corwine
Christopher Bobby Covelli
Christopher Diaz Rodriguez
Brent DiCesare
Kelsey Adele Evenstad
Dominic Lovell Gardner
Jordan Ngozi Hambleton
Erick Emmanuel Hernandez
Naomi Elaine Hughes
Kyle Allen Irish
Chet Chris Michael Kangethe
William Marcus Langlee
Stephen Limon-Cruz
Adam Littrell
Giang Phuoc Hai Mai
Allan Octavio Martinez
Wesley Paul Martinez
Noah James Philip McDonough
Hunter S. Miller
Hayoung Nam
Tam Dinh Nguyen
Sophia Ortiz
Erica Osborn
Cristian Palma Gutierrez
Joseph Wade Penton IV
Austin Philip Powers
Jesus Noel Quinonez
Joshua David Robison
Hugo Alfonso Romero Hernandez
Joseph Siders
Samuel Blondell Spight Jr.
Sidney Stokes
Alexander Trujillo
Alexis Van Wyngaarden
Taylor Ryan Vigil
Dai Dinh Vu

++ Summa Cum Laude  ++ Magna Cum Laude  + Cum Laude  + Honors Program  + Teacher Licensure
College of Business Baccalaureate Candidates

Shaun Welch
Agamit Addison Yehuda
Cody Jack Young
Robert J. Yusko III

Nicholas Brian Hayden
James Cole Kiss
Stephen Mosholder
Marcus Alexander Mueller
Kenneth Nalvarte
Jaye Pu
Randall Kent Reid Jr.,
Eden Hagos Solomon
Tarrell Hasan Stansberry

Economics
Mauricio Zarate Aguirre
Dylan Bartle
Rachel Marie Bowyer
Trevor Matthew Grifton-Adkins

Nicholas Brian Hayden
James Cole Kiss
Stephen Mosholder
Marcus Alexander Mueller
Kenneth Nalvarte
Jaye Pu
Randall Kent Reid Jr.,
Eden Hagos Solomon
Tarrell Hasan Stansberry

Finance
Tseren-Yondon Azbelig
Hayden Benton
Mateo Besada
Jared D. Book
Brittney Marie Bowman
Benjamin Brill
David Alfredo Cardoza-Rodriguez
Terrance Alan Caruth
Fernando Compean
Corey Douglas Daniels
Lawson Evan Darrow
Alyssa De Leon
Noah Richard Debban
James Christian Dobrash
Jerome Mathias Doherty
Kenna Rae Eber
Brodin Charles Elliot
Ryan Matthew Faircloth
Gabriel Manuel Fuentes
Alexander Michael Fuller
Megan Elizabeth Gardner
Pedro Andres Garza
Trevor James Gregory
Kimmy Phuong Ha
Corey Harold Hard
Dustin R. Hays
Hunter Blaine Healy
Regina Hernandez Ruiz
Ivette Huerta
Haneen Muatatem Ibrahim
Bianca Klose
Austin Clark Knoebel
Matthew Joseph Lambright
Houa Lee
Katherine Elizabeth Long
Salvador Lozano Martin
Richard Russell Ludwig
Amar Maghari
Ella Marsh
Tylor Jorli McCarty
Diego Merino
Alexis Omar Munoz Munoz
Robert James Ortega Sr.
Marco Antonio Rodriguez
Lezly Montserrat Salazar Bastida
Ethan Shaw
Alec James Sheeder
Varan Jot Singh
Jared Jay Sinnes
Brittany Suzette Stewart
Nicholas O. Tomson
Jaime Trejo Calzada
Stephanie Ann Troutman
Christopher Michael Vair
Elizabeth M. Whitecar
David Russell Zangara Jr.
Austin Zaragoza
Wendyam Gustave Zongo

Management
Hamadi Ali Abid
Sura Al Wukel
Andrew M. Alexander
Dominic Tyler Baker
Stephen Christopher Barela
Shantal Benitez
Brandon Billips
Dylan Jacob Nell Bonds
Marceia L. Brown
Ryker Brown
Devon Anthony-Keshaun Bunton
Casi Caldwell
Hunter Wesley Campbell
Amaya Capestanly Martinez
Monica G Carbajal
Sarah Dorothy Carothers
Vanessa Castillo
McKayla Dru Cecil
Jaqueline Cervantes
Freddy Chasi
Eduardo I. Chavez
Josselin Chavez Chavez
Timothy David Clarke
Vanessa Marie Coghill
Josnda Ann Cole
Connor James Collins
Jade LaChelle Courns-Bravo
Zachary Paul Daly
Masen Michael Lee Deffenbaugh
Alexander James Dietrick
Joseph Michael Dietz
Trevor Allen Eisenbeisz
Abigail Rae Eoff-Lackey
Chandler Ephrata
Araceli Saucedo Estrada
Maria Fessler
Lacey Fiedler
Deshawn Eric Fletter
Michael Vincon Fredman
Eljah Fry
Nicolas Grant Galan
Kathryn Rose Gallegos
Alexis Gandarilla-Montoya
Kaiden J. Garcia
Janelle Victoria Gardner
Justin Gardner
Jeremy David Gaydosh
Andres Giraldo
Alexander Val Gonzales
Aarati Gorkhali
Jose A. Gutierrez
Matthew Harline
Dalton Ray Harris
Patrick Robert Harris
Foster Hawkins
Cheryl Denise Ousley
Cole Gregory Howes
Madison Lee Humble
Jorge Jimenez
Cameron Ryan Jungerman
Paige LeAnn Kalvoda
Gnalen Fatim Kande
Megan Elisabeth Kelly
Senay Mebrahtu Kidane
Sarah Kullman
Dana Sarris Collins Lamb
Joshua Lambert
Griffin Auguste Lancelot
Michael Jonathan Lewis
Daniel Llorente Ruiz
Sofiya Lushchyk
Guadalupe Madrid
John Z. Mahoney
Kayla Frances Major
Taylor Morgan Martin
Nathan Martinez
Bradley Megan
Chantel Lynn Merriex
Evon Scott Miller
Alli Marie Milne
Roda Murbarak Mohamed
Jeffrey Mitchell Morales
Elder Fernando Moran Velasquez
Mikayla Rae Muniz
Jessica Murfitt
Aisha Arielle Neal
Kati Ngan
Leah Mi Hoa Nguyen
Precious E. Nwankwo
Olivia Elizabeth Ann Pacheco
Adam Padilla
Julio Cesar Parra
Ryan Michael Pask
Courtney Jean Petteee
Alexander Makoto Ponce
Lizbeth Prieto Armendariz
Trevor John Rademacher
Allison N.S. Reynolds
Trevor John Rademacher
Allison N.S. Reynolds
Nonica S. Rivera
Marylu Rocha Vasquez
Alejandro Rodriguez
Raul Rodriguez
Jose Luis Rojas Fuentes
Daniel Alexander Roop
Tiffany D. Rudy
Diego Salazar Jr.
Adrian Saldivar
Dominic Angelo SanFilippo
Mia Felicia Schmitz
Gabrielle Christine Schott
Aleskyn Semin
Migdaliza Elizabeth Serrato Vargas
Megan Shields

Summa Cum Laude + Magna Cum Laude + Cum Laude + Honors Program + Teacher Licensure

METROPOLITAN STATE UNIVERSITY OF DENVER
2021 SPRING COMMENCEMENT
College of Business Baccalaureate Candidates

Natasha Silva  
David William Simmington Jr.  
Kristina Lynn Smith  
Macy Danielle Stacks  
Cassandra Aubrey Straight  
Michelle Stephanie Tegowski  
Eric Telemman  
Jaret Scott Toteve-Martin  
Vanessa Anne Van Nest  
Andrew Casey Vercler  
Ouathong Selena Veunnasack  
Luis Villanueva Cruz  
Cameron C. Vogel  
Alex Reed Wall  
Briana Mychel Washington  
David John Weinzierl  
Rachel Weiss  
Madison Elizabeth Wiemers  
Perla Rubi Yanez  
+++ Clara Rose Yocom  
Leanna Tatyana Zaikin  

Marketing  
Jose Mateo Aguilar  
Radwaan Khadar Ahmed  
Jesse Amaro  
Chilly Rey Armendariz  
Theresa Maria Augustine  
Justin Daniel Barker  
Aquarius Marysol Barreto  
Ian Robert Bellue  
Anna Brady  
Caitlin Rose Brophy  
Maris Stirling Colton  
Merrill Joseph Dean Jr.  
Janae Christine DeBell  
Jacob M. Barela De Herrera  
+++ Robin Deibel  
Evangelia Nikoletta Demos  
Jacob Mark Eidson  
Rudy Estrada  
Cara Devora Friedman  
Zachary Michael Gallegos  
Todd Sutton Gibbs  
Tyler Royce Gibson  
Janette Godinez  
+++ Madison Nicole Green  
+++ Kourtney Ann Marie Grunlien  
Casey Allison Hoeft  
Madison Rogene Keeler  
Marcia Evone Kern  
Keenan Jesse Kline  
Vanessa Lomeli Rocha  
Hannah Katheryn Lovely  
Samantha Lizabeth Martinez  
Alejandro Martinez Morilla  
Sara L. Michie  
Nicole Mirich  
Christian Alessis Morales Bastida  
Benjamin George Morgan  
Gavin Elliott Mueller  
Cynthia Murphy  
Jacob Ray Myers  
Nader H. Nassir  
Adam Dale Neiwender  
Shahriar Nekouei  
Kelvin Nguyen  
Linda T. Nguyen  
+++ Janelle Leandra Rose Padilla  
++ Tommy Steve Phung  
Bridget Janelle Pietak  
Melissa Rene Pino  
Taylor Alisande Pinson  
Garrett Keller Prather  
Sean Michael Rector  
Joel Scott Rigsby  
Jasmin Rodriguez  
Jesse Tomas Rodriguez  
Brenda J. Rodriguez-Vera  
Isaac D. Romero  
Matthew Casey Rose  
Maria Santiago Valenzuela  
Kejing Shi  
Gabrielle Priscilla Sineni  
+++ Helena Steenberg  
Alexander Stoops  
+++ Kali Wilcox  
Michael Erik Woolley  
++ Rylee Nicole Younger
College of Letters, Arts and Sciences
Graduation Candidates Spring 2021

Baccalaureate Candidates

Africana Studies

Agazi Christopheri ju Abay

Art

Aman Alchok
Maria Gracia Baclao

+++ Sydney Barofsky

+++ Anniston Rae Craddock

Emma Li Dean
Lauren Nicole Duff
Madeleine Etre
Reinna Therese Trujillo Florez
Diana P. Garcia Sanchez
John Michael Gearhart
Christopher Isaac Godoy
Nori Marie Hess
Jay Austin Hoppe

Lauren Alexandra Hubchik

Jennifer Marissa Hudak
Ariel Marie Kensington

+++ Raechel E Kinsey

+++ James Phillip Kitsmiller
Sophia Rose LaBriola
Ashley Anna LaFrance

Anna Lill Cecilia Lindström
Davida Elizabeth Martinez
Eufemia Sasse Medina

Julia Morgan

+++ Gregory Scott Nelson

Kara Lynn O’Dell
Natalie Olvera
Maria Angelica Pardo
Phillip Lynn Potter

Daniela Karime Rascon Vargas
Angela Dawn Reidar
Destiny Jade Roberts

++ Hannah Noel Scheuerman

++ Lauren Elizabeth Schwenn

Kendra Ayn Spangler
Hunter Leigh Sprague
Sarah Nicole Steck
Hannah Aubrey Steele
Daniel William Stroh
Stephanie A. Tiller

+++ Adrienne White
Parker Franklin Wiese
Madison Ann Williams

Karin Elizabeth Wyks

Biology

+++ Lydia Grace Adams

Danielle Allen
Kassidy Allen
Andrew Kyle Allomong
Brigette Esperanza Alvarez
Ileana Arrieta
Omar Avila Montanez
Andrew Bai
Whitney Midecha Balusi

Jane Barber
Imani Lannette Baskerville
Kelsey Taylor Behrens
Dylan Thomas Braun
Samuel Chance Britz
Danielle Brown
Timothy Brown

+++ Riley Carlson Cain

Kimberly Carmona
Haily Renée Chase
Luis Gabriel Chavez
Joseph Daniel Christman
Melissa Paola Contreras
Kaytlyn Kristine Day
Crystal Delgado Martinez
Corryn DePlonty
Nha-Tran Huyen Doan
Alesia Lynn Dorst
Misty Rae Drake
Erin Drosselmeyer

+++ Aaron Randall Dye
Katie Rose Effertz

+++ Ryan Paul Evans

Sarah Aileen Favela
Alejandra Felix
Juan De Jesus Flores-Garcia
Jacob Andrew Fuqua
Gabrielle Christina Gallegos
Marisa J. Gallegos
Micaela Elizabeth Galloway
Jacob Arthur Gilbert
Chloe Jo Gilbreth

+++ Esmeralda Gonzalez

Erick Saul Gonzalez
Fernanda Alejandra Gonzalez
Alyssa Marie Hampton
Michaella Dawn Harman
Courtney Ilean Harmoush
Cheyenne Howell
Kelsey Lynn Johnston
Kendra Marie Jones
Ashlee Nicole Kinstad
Tianna Loren Kupfner

Rani Cheyenne Lambert

+++ Aubrey Isabella Ledyard

Destinee Rose Lopez
Adrial Ulises Loubriel
Miranda Lowe
Shannon Marie MacFadden
Amanda Caitlin McCormick
Kealia Ari-Ray McKee

Kaily Naomi Meek
Hadeel Mehdi
Shahed Mehdi
Alyssa Rae Montoya
Hollirose Mulholland
Kelsey Sue Neise

Erjola Nezaj

+++ Summa Cum Laude + Magna Cum Laude + Cum Laude + Honors Program + Teacher Licensure
College of Letters, Arts and Sciences Baccalaureate Candidates

Chicana and Chicano Studies
Belicia Esparza

Communication Studies
Danielle Maureen Aarsvold
Idil Ahmed Abdi
Jose Alamilo
Ryan Edward Alles
Abena Antwiwaa
Miguel Angel Arevalo
Cameron S. Azzam
Leah Benge-Litchfield
Bailey Tanith Boring
◆ Chancellor Dean Brunnemer
Jessica Nicol Camomile
Nastassia Costache-Duff
Jennifer Nicole Evans
Andrew Emery
Steven Asher Frankel
Audrey Frye
Daniel Alfred Glavin
Vaughan William Goodwill Jr.
Jillian Christine Hanley
Isaac Augustus Starr Harden
◆◆◆ Haley Elizabeth Harvey
Jacqueline Harvey
Samantha Nicole Hitchcock
Francisco Javier Ibarra Jr.
◆◆◆◆ Rosa Maria Izquierdo Martinez
Brooke Marie LaLonde
Ashley Nikko Leiker
Maria De Jesus Lepe Sanchez
Katerina Christina Lopez
Oscar Enrique Lorandi Duran
Kahliah Aisha Love
Kendall James McIntosh
Harrison Douglas Moses McIntyre
Kaitlin McNamara
◆◆◆ Michael Eugene Montoya
Karli Ann Morrison
Madison Alexandra O’Rourke
Kaitlyn Suzanne Orman
Brandi Marina Paige Perez
Andrew John Ruhland
Sheena Marie Sims
Jeremy Ryan Sittner
Nalci Aitofi Tipoti
Tiffany Nam Phuong Tran
Timothy Donald Weber
Olivia Morrison Webster
Elena Guadalupe Zamudio-Gallegos

Earth and Atmospheric Sciences
Morgan Kathleen Aurich
Jeneane T. Barber
Matthew J. Bender
Jordan Joseph Borek
Cyndal Mary Brown
Julio Cesar Cabrera
Taylor Dane Clarke
◆ Geoffrey M. Crowley
Kali Jeannel DeWitt
◆◆◆ Justin Ryan Ellis
Ryan Patrick Ely
Andrew Loyal Frazier
Miranda Renee Hamm
◆ Brixihna Hirsch
Zachary Joseph Horning
Brenden Hudson
Tyler Grant Huesemann
Eric Paul Kater
Gabriel Lewis King
Alex Knowles
◆ Caroline Christine Kortge
Zachary J. Kuzara
Michaela Kay Ladenburger
Jaclyn Herrington Lane
Taylor Stephen Maaza
Eli McCaskey
Connor Michael McCord
Darby Louise McGhee
Hannah Marie Morvay
Jasmine Shere Novack
Joanna Ortiz
Aaron Robert Otillar
Kayla Renee Phye
Dylan Priola
Jacob Channing Reid
Gabriela Aurele Rivera
Francesca Rossi
Annika Schiller
Stephanie Nicole Schindler
Alyssa Rachel Simpson
Waylen Smith
Joshua Henry Storm
Raquel Whitney Tully
Annelise Victoria Valdivia
Aazria Grey Jacquelynn Van Vorst
Chad Wagner
Anderson Watts
Lauren Rebecca Wise
Amber Martina Wolfe

English
Samuel Leroy Arellano
Nickolas Arthur Bridgeforth
◆◆◆◆ Victoria A. Budzien
Christian Butler
◆ Emanni Butler
Nika M. Caesar
Courtney Chan
Ashlee V. Christlieb
Clayton Coffman
◆◆◆ Samantha Dickinson
Veronica Garcia
Lauren Marie Gibbons
Carol Kendra Gillespie-Tomczyk
Cody O. Gradin
Conner Robert Griffin
◆ Hannah Kaylee Hagan
Tyler Deserae Hunter
Julia Hayden Keedy
Bennett Allan Kennedy
Natasha Ariel Kutzer
Anthony John La Badie
◆◆◆◆ Denise Jordyn Lincks
Zamara Dee Loftis
◆ James Aaron Middleton
Madelyn Rose Morrow
◆ Abigail Jane Page

Jessica Marie Prezkuwa
◆ Anahi Quintana
◆ Kelliann Elizabeth Raff
Sarah Maria Renova
◆ Georgina Ninoska Rodriguez
◆ Gillian L. Rodriguez
Connor S. Shandick
◆ Miranda Thoutr
Paige Elaine Zaring

Gender, Women and Sexualities Studies
Amanda Mercedes Castillo
Samantha O. Chavez-Vazquez
Adrianna Marie Danford
◆ Ashley Jazmine Degele
Christina LaRae Olguin Hoffman
◆◆◆◆ Krista Rose McKeever
Kimberly Michelle Runyon

History
Isabella Rose Bashford
Nadine Ann Birkholz
Jack Thomas Brack
Moises Cardenas
◆◆◆ Hannah Kathryn Chandler
Alexa A. Chavez-Cruz
◆◆◆ Jordan Cotter
Joshua Sage Burgin
Alex Michael DeCarolis
◆◆◆ Lauren M Gillies
Ariana Gabrielle Gonzales
Molly Eva Hampstead
Nicholas Hanberry Luzzi
Gabriel Luis Hernandez
Thomas Dean Herndon
Neal Stewart Hokanson
Jacob Beck Humphrey
Julia Eileen Johnson
◆◆◆◆ Emma Grace King
Kellen John Kinzel
Tyler Chase Maz
Ana Laura Martinez Arias
Eric Andrew Feliciano Martinez
Austin Mead
Christopher Kyle Morton
Daniel Robert Muller
Shannon Michelle Niehoff
Nathaniel Eldon Olson
◆◆◆ Tyler David Orr
◆ Cole Patrick Petersen I
Anthony J. Pia
Fernando Ponce-Juarez
◆◆◆ Megan E. Shanahan
Veranique Lanetta Simpson
Catherine J. Smith
◆◆◆◆ Lucas Snuffin
McKenna J. Stevens
Lauren Kay Summers
Candice Nicole Tomlin
◆◆◆ Erica Torres
Iris Valdes Perea
Nicolle Marie Walker
Brandon Jay Wheeler

◆◆◆◆ Summa Cum Laude ◆◆◆◆ Magna Cum Laude ◆ Cum Laude ◆◆◆◆ Honors Program ◆◆◆◆ Teacher Licensure

METROPOLITAN STATE UNIVERSITY OF DENVER
2021 SPRING COMMENCEMENT
College of Letters, Arts and Sciences Baccalaureate Candidates

Individualized Degree Program
- Carrie Brieanna Alberson
- Theresa Maria Augustine
- Philip Joseph Baranowski
- Brianna Cronin
- Hannah Cummins
- Donna K. Curlin
- Dennis Holden Donovan
- Andrew Perric Falcon
- Nicholas Narciss Florea
- Wendi M. Garritano

- Victoria Gratton
- Vye Harris
- Philip P Hua-Pham
- Bryce Samuel Inboden
- Yasamin Jafari
- Jessica Michelle Jennett
- Trevor David Johnson

- Hannah Elise Kane

- Heather Dawn Ligrani
- James Michael Marx
- Sierra Emily Masters
- David Morrison
- Cali Brooke Nass

- Angela Maria Ortiz Roa
- Dyann Delee Powell
- Christina Marie Renaud-Cogswell
- Victoria Michaela Rodgers
- Julia Isabel Soriano Rodriguez
- Samuel John Saldana-Booker

- Anna Marie Sanchez
- Kinjal Shah
- Catherine Shannon
- Nitesh Shrestha
- Bryan Andrew Sumner
- Ana Elifrits-Toledano
- Sydney Taylor Toitz
- Haleigh Grace Vaughn
- Jaime Brooke Duke
- Robert Tucker Wrenn
- Mackenza Cassie Wyckoff
- Sabina Yeasmin

Modern Languages
- Eric Benjamin Kealoha Banner
- Casey Brighten Black
- Monica Danielle Bretz
- Deysi Bueno De Luna
- Ruben A Cuellar
- Amory A Delay
- Bryan Ignacio Garcia
- Francisco Javier Hernández Lozoya
- Tanairi Alicia Magallanes

- Madelin Malm
- Genesis Daniela Ruiz
- Clarice Summerfield

Music
- Jeffrey B. Beaudoin
- Donald Maynard Clark
- Alexander Creighton
- Priscilla Elizabeth Cruz
- Zane DeLuccie
- Sarah Katherine Dirksen

- Benjamin Aaron Glasscock

- Ryan M. Haley
- Thomas Alfonso Hovorka
- Heather Nicole Hunt
- Dae’Ja Renee Lett

- Rachel Marguiiles
- Justin Charles Milner
- Mario Blas Noriega
- Riley Jacob Payton
- Andrei Ramos-Berrang
- Kinsey Grace Scholl
- Joseph Michael Serra Jr.
- Laricca Bregar Siregar
- Jonathan Rian Southworth

- Fernando Zamora

Philosophy
- Jonathan Tyson Alcorn
- Gwendolyn R. Davis

- Benjamin Glenn Secor
- Quade DeVante Charles Wooten

Politics
- Alexander James Biffl
- Pathik Evan Bollaidlaw
- Megan Michelle Davis
- Thomas Lewis Johnson
- Stephanie Michelle Laughlin
- Kyle A. Weiding

Psychological Sciences
- Kieran Heiko Gastineau Boes
- Steven Louis Bolle
- Ruben A Cuellar
- Brandon Michael Espinoza
- Julia Granados
- Jena M. Green
- Austin Michael Greene
- Helen Christine Grenillo-Weaver
- Eric Andrew Grove
- Malik R. Kohokassa
- Karalina Petrovna Kolar
- Sydney Christine Grenillo-Weaver
- Miles D. Meese
- Thomas Anthony Miller
- Jacob Patrick Orozco
- Cade Andrew Peters
- Brecken Michael Reiman
- Andrea Leticia Reyes
- Ana Karen Rodriguez

- Myra L. Rooney
- Victoria Yvonne Rosebeary
- Ryan Glen Schiller
- Karla Torres Martinez
- Mayra Valdez Mancinas
- Anthony Valero
- Ilena Lynnette Vasquez
- Rachel Nicole Venter
- Courtney Annika von Klinggraeff
- Alaura Ashley Ward

- Braedan K. Weart
- Lindsey Michelle Weinstein
- Jasmine N. Williams

Psychological Sciences
- Natalie Kate Addison
- John Connor Andres
- Britten Emily Andrews
- Rosemarie Arman
- Alexis Andrea Ayala
- Alexandra Bahnelos
- Denise Beltran
- Karena Yvette Beckham
- Michell L. Belisle
- Demitri Jade Blash-Lopez
- Nicole M. Brallier

- Gabriela Bravo-Gonzalez

- Michael Andrew Brett
- Dacianna Leigh-Anne Brown
- Stuart Michael Brown
- Tyler Perry Burwell
- Nika M. Caesar
- Jessica Nicola Camomile
- Gemma Sarah Chacon Acevedo
- Jose Fernando Chavez Quezada
- Kara Marie Christensen

- Nayeli Cisneros Saucedo

- Angela Paige Coleman
- Charity Danielle Davignon
- Andrea Katharine De Jong
- Jamie Rose Delany
- Alina N. DeLuna
- Jyona Kaori Devoe
- Tyler William DeVries
- Ryan S. DiMauro
- Cameron Shaffer Edwards

- Sara Besa Fleming
- Omar D. Z. Flores
- Heather Breann Fosler
- Nicole Marie Foster
- Devon Alexander Fox
- Justice Hak-Shill Kim Gallegos
- Luz Odaiz Garcia

- Niles Joseph Gilmore
- Jonathan L. Givan
- Samantha Lynne Goione
- Eddy Rafael Gonzalez Rosario
- Victoria A. Gordeyev
- Lauren Suzanne Gutierrez
- Mireya Gutierrez
- Sadie Lawrence Haddock
- Emily Caitlyn Hale
- Victoria Kathryn Hansen
- Rebecca Hatt
- Krystal Hayes
- Janay Henderson

- Zahava Leela Heydel
- Angela Nicole Hilchey

- Hamilton R. Hoflin
- Kalle Sonora Horne

- Natalie Horowitz

- Annina Hubbard
- Rebecca Marie Jeambey
- Jill Ellin Jones
- Mikka Diane Jones
- Stephanie Catherine Keeley
- Benjamin Joseph Kellogg
- Crystal Ann Kelly

- Justy Dawn Kinneer

- Summa Cum Laude
- Magna Cum Laude
- Cum Laude
- Honors Program
- Teacher Licensure
College of Letters, Arts and Sciences Baccalaureate Candidates

Abigail Kleber  
Jessica Marie Lake  
Baylee A. LaMarine  
Maddison Jane Lesser  
Jamie J. Lino  
Alexis Marie Lloyd  
Valeria Guadalupe Lozoya Leanos  
Ciara Ann Lucero

Elizabeth R. Malagisi  
Sara Marincin  
Alexandra Catherine Martinez  
Stephanie Rae'Angela Martinez  
Sarah Elizabeth Jones McCarthy  
Brendan Shawn McDonough  
Dawn Emily McDonough  
Alyssa Marie Middleton  
Ella Leanne Mills  
Izana Celine Milstead  
Saied Alom Moorhead  
Coree Megyn Danai Morgan  
Sherita N. Morris  
Hannah Marie Muldoon  
LaMont Graves Mulligan  
Sasha Raelyn Lydia Neal  
Alexandra Elizabeth Nepstad  
Jonathan M. Nevins  
Kathryn Hailey Nuss  
Abigale Wynee O’Brien  
Alexander Onofre Trejo  
Madelyn R. Ort  
C Austin Tyler Padilla  
Andrey Leonidovich Palamarchuk  
Shannon Marie Palapretta  
Moya Perrin  
Nancy Fabiola Plata Mondragon  
Christopher James Poindexter  
Mariana Reann Rex  
Jennifer Robertson  
Kayla Elizabeth Rockwell  
Naadja Annette Rosas  
Kobyoshi Kyle Ruiz  
Alejandra Ruiz-Diosdado  
Clare Elizabeth Ryan  
Melanie Reigh Sanchez  
Brianna Mariah Sauerland  
Alexander Aki Schneider  
Andrew Christopher Schreiner  
Jaidyn Seal  
Aleah Chawnte Shaver  
Alexis Marie Sigler  
Matthew Justin Singer  
Janette R. Skees  
Antoinette Susan Skul  
Margaret M. Smidt  
Rhea Janet Rita Souchuk  
Cameron Brook Stevens  
Kelly Stone  
Calton Christopher Malik  
Stratton Woodward  
Lunadellar Suescun Garcia  
Jevon Joaquin Shabazz Sutton  
Charissa Abigail Thayer  
Trenton Curtis Thompson  
Brandon Cole Turner  
Danielle R. Twiss  
Elijia Jesena Urdiales  
Jenny Valadex Fraire  
Isabelle Christine Vialpando  
Brandy May Walker  
Devon Theresa Walker  
Dominique Wilson  
Brittany Lagayle Winters  
Angela Marie Zamora

Sociology and Anthropology

Jenessa R. Acevedo  
Kayla Marie Bellipanni  
Rebecca J. Browksi  
Max Thomas Brehm  
Jovanie Roz Calderon-Reyes  
Brittany Nicole Cosby  
Taylour Rae Elliott  
Evelyn Edem Fiadonu  
Glenda Susiey Garcia  
Jamie Elizabeth Gray  
Timber Dawn Hudson  
Leialoha Jasmina Johnson-Hagmoc  
Teala Inez Jones  
John Thomas Killian  
Elyse Nicole Kimmel  
Alaina Rose Matoba  
Stanley W. Mills II  
Jo Ellen Moore  
Saisiri Jan Phansiri  
Nickee Lanze-Renee Powell  
Jose Miguel Puente Puente  
Jerica Marie Rainey  
Emily Anne Seabold  
Benjamin V. Siggi  
Danielle Smith  
Collin Daniel Sneve  
Shannon Strange  
Autumn R. Toth  
Taylor Nicole Vagt  
Cindy Carolina Vera

Mathematics and Statistics

Edward Julian Fernandez Aaronson  
Gabriel Arrage  
Janae Angeline Bacca  
Cody Barlow  
Austin Christopher Bennett  
Christopher T. Billman  
Rachel Marie Bowyer  
Nathanial Justin Chandler  
Hayley Josephine Conley  
Jared Matthew Conner  
Brandon Scott Dais  
Aubrey Durand  
Ellyse Billie Elliott  
Vera Eyram Fiadonu  
Ronald Allen Fleury Jr.  
Logan Mark Johnson Fry  
Leah Marie Hainey  
Derek O. Hall  
Ivan Kristoforov  
Michael Joseph Larrenaga  
Lucas Quinn Nieddu  
Christopher G. Padgett  
Ryan Hans Peterson  
Nicholas Randall Redwing  
Tony N. Theisen  
Emmanuel Isaac Torres  
Deijnag Dana Yang  
Cara Wanek  
Elysa Bleu Ward  
Ayako Kawaguchi Zrust

Theatre and Dance

Samantha Jo Bishop  
Amy Bowman  
Shawnee DeChristopher  
Hanna Estelle Dotson  
Domino Else Douglas  
Vin Ernst  
Kathryn Joy Gallaher  
Jacob Guerrero  
Eric Michael Hilton  
William Alejandro Melendez  
Gabriel Pedraza-Torres  
Timothy M. Riley  
Alysha Victoria-Ann Rowzee  
Kelley Christine Russell  
Max Jacob Songer  
Tyra Swenson-Bell  
Kammara Lea Williams  
Trey McIntire Wise

Summa Cum Laude  Magna Cum Laude  Cum Laude  Honors Program  Teacher Licensure
College of Professional Studies
Graduation Candidates Spring 2021

Master’s Candidates

Master of Health Administration
Terri L Batel-Rosendo
Rene Farhane Bouzari
Janene Krieger
Amber Nichole Longoria
Darlene Macias
Erin Miller
Elikana Mosoti Nyakango
Adriana Pacheco
Shane Kirk Walker
Matthew James Burkhart
Caroline Leslie Cameron
Jennifer Annette Campos-Casillas
Joseph Anthony Cardamone
Caitlin Gabriella Carranza
Brandon Michael Carson
Kristy Maria Casulo
Stacy Marie Cavanaugh
Rocio Cazares
Carley Marie Clark
Kristin Renee Clark
Meladie Delaine Clopton
Erin Nicole Cocchiara
Rebecca Freitag Cohen
Antonio Conde
Emilianne Coringrato
Sarah Jane Critchfield
Larissa Brianna Cunningham
Rachel Hannah Dance
Katie Ann Davis
Alexis Deignan
Graciela De La Cruz
Sabre Diaz
Vanessa Lynn Dill
Shauna Beth Diner
Mekinzi Courtney Douglass
Lillian Joan Duffy
Rachael Wigert Durham
Grace Flannery Ehernamm
Wendy Renee Emmel
Abigail Vinitha Ensengeder
Michelle Kae Fancher
Andrea Lee Fillingane
Chaya Finck
Amanda Jean Finn
Silvia Flores Pasillas
Errol E. Flynn Jr.
Ashley Marie Folds
Kelwyn Joy Forsman
Benjamin Peter Fox
Soraya Lee Frank
Margaret Anne Frasure
Michelle Alejandra Frias
Amanda Nicole Friedes
Sandra Abigail Garcia
Kayleigh Larain Gates
Debra Lynn Goodstein
Samantha Rosean Gray
Lisa Marie Hale
Holly D’Ann Harris
Julie Y. Herrera-Rivera
Kent David Hess
Laura Elizabeth Hirsch
Nicole Mary Hodges
Katherine Alexandra Holcomb
Alexandra Nadine Hood
Chelsea Groshek Hull
Chidibere Christopher Ihekweazu
Arya Michelle January
Mikayla Susan Jones
Marissa Liana Josub
Shauna Irene Kibble
Alysa Blima Kipersztk
Rachel Swadley Kisselman
Lena Marie Knechtel
Sarah Elizabeth Knighten
Mary Beth Kruger
Chelsie Julian Lawson
Kelsey Elizabeth Leffel
Amara Snyder Lehrburger
Allison Pilar León
Courtney Rae Lewis
Sophia Victoria Lind
Jesse Liu
Maria Aurora Lopez Villa Gallardo
Chantel Lucero
Somer Lundborg
Jerusalem Anedargachew Mamo
Kendall Marlow
Lauren Elizabeth Matias
Kelly Cathleen McGinnis
Alix McGlothan
Nancy Medina
Cassidy Joan Meehan
John Mok-Lamme
Susanna Catherine Molinar
Amber Caprice Moody
Karla Munia
Arei J. Munoz
Hawa Navarro
Alyssa Anna-Marie Nazario
Rondi Kylan Noden
Natalie Sue Noll
Sara Danielle Novicki
Frida Yajaira Ocadiiz-Ortega
Mesa Louise Owen
Catherine Bella Page
Mikayla Alexis Palma
Gage Ethan Paperski
Laura Lynn Patterson
Emily Mae Permenter
Melissa Jo Phifer
Amber Picciuro
Kelly Michelle Rankin
Daniel Richard Reichwein
Elizabeth Richter
Toni Riney
Arianna Rivera
Faith Ammi Englehert Roberts
Zsanae Aliana Roberts
Roni Inez Ruiz
Beth Ruybal
Alena Eva Ruzicka
Anna Saldi
Leah Rae Schmidt
Brandon P. Schwartz
Callie Ann Shelton
Shawna Lila Shirazi

Master of Science in Human Nutrition and Dietetics
Mervin Almeida
Amanda Grace Gibbons
Paulina Yvonne Gilbert
Kayleen Natividad Hernandez
Colleen May Hughes
Madeline Walker Ivy
Leah Sue Kerrigan
Kelsey Krutsinger
Brianna Deline Landis
Molly McGuirt
Amber J. Millison
Michelle Renee Richardson
Sarah Elizabeth Shannon
Amanda Marie Traudt
Matthew James Burkhart
Caroline Leslie Cameron
Jennifer Annette Campos-Casillas
Joseph Anthony Cardamone
Caitlin Gabriella Carranza
Brandon Michael Carson
Kristy Maria Casulo
Stacy Marie Cavanaugh
Rocio Cazares
Carley Marie Clark
Kristin Renee Clark
Meladie Delaine Clopton
Erin Nicole Cocchiara
Rebecca Freitag Cohen
Antonio Conde
Emilianne Coringrato
Sarah Jane Critchfield
Larissa Brianna Cunningham
Rachel Hannah Dance
Katie Ann Davis
Alexis Deignan
Graciela De La Cruz
Sabre Diaz
Vanessa Lynn Dill
Shauna Beth Diner
Mekinzi Courtney Douglass
Lillian Joan Duffy
Rachael Wigert Durham
Grace Flannery Ehernamm
Wendy Renee Emmel
Abigail Vinitha Ensengeder
Michelle Kae Fancher
Andrea Lee Fillingane
Chaya Finck
Amanda Jean Finn
Silvia Flores Pasillas
Errol E. Flynn Jr.
Ashley Marie Folds
Kelwyn Joy Forsman
Benjamin Peter Fox
Soraya Lee Frank
Margaret Anne Frasure
Michelle Alejandra Frias
Amanda Nicole Friedes
Sandra Abigail Garcia
Kayleigh Larain Gates
Debra Lynn Goodstein
Samantha Rosean Gray
Lisa Marie Hale
Holly D’Ann Harris
Julie Y. Herrera-Rivera
Kent David Hess
Laura Elizabeth Hirsch
Nicole Mary Hodges
Katherine Alexandra Holcomb
Alexandra Nadine Hood
Chelsea Groshek Hull
Chidibere Christopher Ihekweazu
Arya Michelle January
Mikayla Susan Jones
Marissa Liana Josub
Shauna Irene Kibble
Alysa Blima Kipersztk
Rachel Swadley Kisselman
Lena Marie Knechtel
Sarah Elizabeth Knighten
Mary Beth Kruger
Chelsie Julian Lawson
Kelsey Elizabeth Leffel
Amara Snyder Lehrburger
Allison Pilar León
Courtney Rae Lewis
Sophia Victoria Lind
Jesse Liu
Maria Aurora Lopez Villa Gallardo
Chantel Lucero
Somer Lundborg
Jerusalem Anedargachew Mamo
Kendall Marlow
Lauren Elizabeth Matias
Kelly Cathleen McGinnis
Alix McGlothan
Nancy Medina
Cassidy Joan Meehan
John Mok-Lamme
Susanna Catherine Molinar
Amber Caprice Moody
Karla Munia
Arei J. Munoz
Hawa Navarro
Alyssa Anna-Marie Nazario
Rondi Kylan Noden
Natalie Sue Noll
Sara Danielle Novicki
Frida Yajaira Ocadiiz-Ortega
Mesa Louise Owen
Catherine Bella Page
Mikayla Alexis Palma
Gage Ethan Paperski
Laura Lynn Patterson
Emily Mae Permenter
Melissa Jo Phifer
Amber Picciuro
Kelly Michelle Rankin
Daniel Richard Reichwein
Elizabeth Richter
Toni Riney
Arianna Rivera
Faith Ammi Englehert Roberts
Zsanae Aliana Roberts
Roni Inez Ruiz
Beth Ruybal
Alena Eva Ruzicka
Anna Saldi
Leah Rae Schmidt
Brandon P. Schwartz
Callie Ann Shelton
Shawna Lila Shirazi
# College of Professional Studies Master’s Candidates

- Hannah Rose Shirley
- Lindsay Margaret Shomaker
- Jahayra Areli Sifuentes
- Leslie Sotelo
- Erika Spraker
- Jacoy Nicole Springer
- Claire Kathryn Steeno
- Susan Louise Sterne
- Caleb M. Stewart
- Brenna Swanson
- Amanda Kelsey Thomas
- Jacklyn Jane Pyyny Thompson
- Ricky Lynn Thompson
- Elizabeth Marie Tice
- Ali Marie Timlin
- Anna Miriam Valiante
- Abigail Galbreath Vance
- Stephanie Velazquez
- Erin Jennifer Waanders
- Katherine Elizabeth Walter
- Jill Marie Wolverton Ward
- Tomasen Woodworth Weinbaum
- Carla Whiltatch-Lopez
- Claire Ji Shu Ling Wiley
- Jamie Salina Williams
- McKinley Saraí Witty
- Ley-Lonni-Marie R. Woodruff
- Alexandra Diane Wright

# Baccalaureate Candidates

## Advanced Manufacturing Sciences Institute

- Christopher Thomas Jones
- David A. MacFarlane
- Scott Jeffrey Schinsky
- Zachary John Stadnick
- Xavier Gerardo Texidor
- Tran Le Dang Khoa
- Christopher Max Chancellor
- Anthony Jamal Clark
- Roger Austin Phillip Belleau
- Benjamin Bettinger
- Jonathan Jack Bloom
- Carlos Christopher Blowers
- Cole Preston Brandon
- Matthew Jordan Brazell
- Nicholas Max Chancellor
- Anthony Jamal Clark
- Reed Harrison Cohen
- Jacob Russell Cooper
- Tanner Vincent Degutis
- Micah Joan Diaz
- Alexa Leah Diedrich
- Riley Patrick Dixon
- Riley Andrew Duncan
- Blake S. Fenimore
- Alec Christian Fernandez Panck
- Thomas Zahn Garner
- Cole Jesse Gifford
- Ryan P. Harrington
- Robert Gregory Herrera
- Cameron Ingalls
- Shashank Sunil Kamat
- Sean Michael Kenney
- Autumn Kniffin
- Demetry Felix Koretskiy
- Austin William Kramer VI
- Luke Kuberski
- Ally Qing Melick
- Nadir Garhy Mohammad
- Luca Luisa Heike Mueller
- Michael P. Murphy
- Alexander John Nielsen
- Edward Patterson
- Michael Alexander Patton
- Christopher Phillips
- Tyler John Plese
- Anita L. Ramos
- Robert Reynanders
- Nicholas Rubba
- Kyle B. Ruger
- Nicholas Loy Runingen
- Jacob David Schneider
- Vishnu Sharma
- Steven Cole Starkebaum
- Ryan Matthew Talley
- Cedric James Robert Teal
- Nai Chia Tien
- Lexis Topoly
- Michael E. Turner
- Zachary Scott Turner
- Morgen Dean Underwood
- Huai Vang
- Christopher Anthony Vieira
- Nick Wagner
- Caroline Elizabeth Weatherly
- Daniel Ray Wilmoth
- Carlos Olivas Palma
- Prashant Panth
- Mehran Rahmani
- Warren Joseph Ngaleo Ramos
- Kayla Ari Ritchie
- Tanner Rosner
- Luis Alonso Ruiz
- Grant Thomas Schumacher
- Hari Kumar Shrestha
- Luke Vincent Smith
- Justin Samuel Strelka
- Megan Elizabeth Stucky
- Jose Alberto Velasquez
- Christian Waldron
- Nicole Diane Weickert
- Jessica Lynn Weins
- Sara Charlese Kimberly White

## Aviation and Aerospace Science

- Safu A. Abdulkahim
- Kofi Akoi Agymfра
- Niran Hamadi Saleh
- Breanna Michele Allen
- Eden Beyene Ashebo
- Danielle Elizabeth Aulino
- Katrina Baker
- Roger Austin Phillip Belleau
- Benjamin Bettinger
- Jonathan Jack Bloom
- Carlos Christopher Blowers
- Cole Preston Brandon
- Matthew Jordan Brazell
- Nicholas Max Chancellor
- Anthony Jamal Clark
- Reed Harrison Cohen
- Jacob Russell Cooper
- Tanner Vincent Degutis
- Micah Joan Diaz
- Alexa Leah Diedrich
- Riley Patrick Dixon
- Riley Andrew Duncan
- Blake S. Fenimore
- Alec Christian Fernandez Panck
- Thomas Zahn Garner
- Cole Jesse Gifford
- Ryan P. Harrington
- Robert Gregory Herrera
- Cameron Ingalls
- Shashank Sunil Kamat
- Sean Michael Kenney
- Autumn Kniffin
- Demetry Felix Koretskiy
- Austin William Kramer VI
- Luke Kuberski
- Ally Qing Melick
- Nadir Garhy Mohammad
- Luca Luisa Heike Mueller
- Michael P. Murphy
- Alexander John Nielsen
- Edward Patterson
- Michael Alexander Patton
- Christopher Phillips
- Tyler John Plese
- Anita L. Ramos
- Robert Reynanders
- Nicholas Rubba
- Kyle B. Ruger
- Nicholas Loy Runingen
- Jacob David Schneider
- Vishnu Sharma
- Steven Cole Starkebaum
- Ryan Matthew Talley
- Cedric James Robert Teal
- Nai Chia Tien
- Lexis Topoly
- Michael E. Turner
- Zachary Scott Turner
- Morgen Dean Underwood
- Huai Vang
- Christopher Anthony Vieira
- Nick Wagner
- Caroline Elizabeth Weatherly
- Daniel Ray Wilmoth
- Carlos Olivas Palma
- Prashant Panth
- Mehran Rahmani
- Warren Joseph Ngaleo Ramos
- Kayla Ari Ritchie
- Tanner Rosner
- Luis Alonso Ruiz
- Grant Thomas Schumacher
- Hari Kumar Shrestha
- Luke Vincent Smith
- Justin Samuel Strelka
- Megan Elizabeth Stucky
- Jose Alberto Velasquez
- Christian Waldron
- Nicole Diane Weickert
- Jessica Lynn Weins
- Sara Charlese Kimberly White

## Criminal Justice and Criminology

- Colton Drew Ackerly
- Margarita Del Rocio Aguirre-Moreno
- Savannah Millie Arellano
- Jaquelin Armendariz
- Jennifer Armendariz Zapata
- Angelo Armijo
- Lacy Armstrong
- Jacob Aciek Ayal
- Joseph Daniel Baca
- Jacqueline Basalia
- Bradley Becerra
- Bailey Marie Beebe
- Sophie Billings
- Lily Marie Bridges
- Stormy November Brown
- Cory Russell Brydell
- Theodore Taylor Camfield
- Janette Chavez-Ramirez
- Hannah Ashley Clute
- Jonathan Corral
- Seth Judd Coyle
- Jacqueline Cruz Enriquez
- David Andrew Daughette
- Jeanette De Luna
- Nayeli Liney Estrada Peña
- Devan Franczek
- Richard Keith Freeman
- Sandra Arthur Frimpong
- Derek Aaron Garcia

---

**Summa Cum Laude**

**Magna Cum Laude**

**Cum Laude**

**Honors Program**

**Teacher Licensure**
College of Professional Studies Baccalaureate Candidates

Sergio Fernando Gonzalez Jr.  
Karissa Joyce Gorton  
Nicholas Vaughn Graf  
Garrick Grantz  
Kayla Greenslade  
Lucero Mayte Guadarrama

Shahina Halmedi  
Quintaris Rashad Harrison  
Fatima Marisol Hernandez Rangel  
Jasmine Hernandez  
Alicia Josefina Herrera Mauldin  
Claire Marie Isaacson  
Justin Lucas Johns  
Shay Patrick Johnson  
Brendan Israel Henry Jones  
Jaden Micheal Jones  
LaWanda M. Jones-Streeter

Sarafina Fekerte Abebe Kidane  
Kristina Alexandria Kovalenko

Jenna Renee Lawrence  
Rece Madison Legg  
Brennen Lee Leinweber  
Enrique Lopez Moran  
Milena Alejandra Lopez  
Max Xavier Marcove  
Jasmine Mares-Sanchez  
Alexis Lizeth Martinez  
Francisco Martinez  
Joseph Pete Martinez Jr.  
Rodney Sean Mascaréñas  
Rosie Lee Maureaux  
Colton Devereaux McCabe  
Leslie Meraz Rodriguez  
Shane Austin Miller  
Norma Beatriz Miramontes  
Jorge Montenegro Nava  
Ariel Christine Heather Montgomery  
JoAnna Jean Mosman

McKenna Marie Moyer  
Elena Celia Muniz  
Esmeralda Nevarez  
Garrett Norman Newcomb  
Stephanie Marlene Nolaczo  
Mitchell Anthony Ortega  
Emily Rose Patrick  
Mary Shannon Patrick

Tiffany Camille Paige Penn  
Dominique Marie Perez  
Eric Perez  
Evelyn C. Perez Torres  
Tomas Perez-Leal  
David Pessot  
Ianelle Perynn Peyou Ndi-samba  
Pamela Itzel Porrás  
Brittany Nicole Powers  
Victor Juan Prendis  
Brandon Alexander Ramirez  
Erik Santos Renteria  
Julian Reyes Rios  
Marselas Reyes-Martinez  
Randall Anthony Ricks  
Kody Michael Riebschlag  
Daniela Rios  
Nicholas Robert Rodriguez  
Noah Lee Romero

Myra L. Rooney  
Mathew Carlos Roybal  
Debbye Lizbeth Ruiz De Lira  
Pablo Sanchez  
Jazmine Mariah Sanchez  
Fausto Sandoval Jr.  
Quasi Mousa Sawaqed  
Arlette Sierra Solís  
Linda Reina Sifuentes  
Jacqueline Keyerin Sipe  
Shane Andrew Sloan  
Bailey Marie Smith  
Davis Stockholm

Nikolaus Alexander Streicher  
Diana Tafoya

Alexandra Elizabeth Tomazic  
Joseph Truex Jr.  
Sarra Abreha Tsehay  
Walter H. Valdez  
Arturo Valenzuela Jr.  
Anthony Valero  
Bianka Venzor  
Dalton John Weese

Adam Stephen Winter  
Lauren Lisa Wynns

Engineering and Engineering Technology

Omar J. Abdelmawia  
Malek Mamdough Alquatl  
Christopher Dale Baber  
Carlos Joaquin Barrientos  
Tessa Lorene Bassett  
Austin Baughman  
Bruce Robert Bell  
Nicholas Gregory Arthur Benedict

Alexander Alexandrovich Bezugly  
Michael Henry Braun  
Austin Adam Canaday  
Eliseo Jesus Carrizales Resendiz  
Erkan Cebecioğlu  
Devin Lewis Clark  
David Cobos  
Nicholas C. Coil  
Bradley James Coll  
Ryan Francis David Comeaux  
Michael L Coppock  
Gustavo Cuevas Silva  
Scott William Culbertson  
Yazel De La Cruz Gonzalez

Alexandra Dove  
Vanessa Diaz Dunlap  
McKenna Rae Eddy  
Yazan El-Wadia

Shawn Andrew Ennis  
Skyler Tor Fennell  
Daniel Gregory Finch  
Austen D. Fisher  
Jesus Flores  
Benjamin Lee Garrett  
Alonso González-Sáenz  
Kelsi Gradisar  
Cooper Jay Hein  
Tiffany Renee Hess  
Christopher Wesley Hogue

James Jenkins Holinger  
Brian Solon Ice  
Nima Imani  
Eduardo Jimenez  
Trevor Kyle Jones  
Oscar Juarez Vera  
Moe Kabbara  
Samantha Lopez  
Samuel Losser  
Jacob Thomas Lovasz  
Antonio Luevano Lopez

Brandon S. Macie  
Sage Dyllan Mann  
Nikolaus James Martellaro  
Jonathan Spencer Martinez  
Sylvester Adrian Martinez  
Brian James McLaran  
Frankie Medina  
Alexander J. Meyer  
Chance Matthew Mims  
Jared Dakota Montoya  
Mason Riley Neil  
Arsene Dina Ngollo  
Donny Nguyen  
Gregory Nguyen  
Ryan James Ortega  
Luis Alonso Ortiz  
James Thomas Porter IV  
Jedidiah Prall  
Aldo Quezada Gonzalez  
Anita Louise Ramos  
Jonathan Jay Revzin  
Nathan Ryan Rivera  
Michael Rogers  
Chaisawath Saignaphone  
Alex Sanchez Villalobos  
David Lee Saurini  
Michael Sami Sawaqed  
Scott Jeffrey Schinsky  
Sean Anthony Simons  
Austin James Taylor  
Haris Franck Haheu Tchoundjeu  
James Carls Waldinger

Mark Richard Wallis  
Dimitri A. Walters  
Jaydon Michael Weiss  
Macon Christopher Williams  
John Alexander Wood  
Iziah Luciano Zaragoza  
Michael Aaron Zurek

Health Professions

Marilyn Guadalupe Acevedo-Gonzalez  
Heather Marie Archuleta  
Lidiya Hai Lu Bekele  
Kristian Nicole Bosko  
Stephanie Jean Braun  
Caitlynn Patricia Bruning  
Christiana Michelle Buchholz  
Dania Meliza Cardenas  
Ashley Collins  
Marcella Corral  
Marco A. Correa  
Skyler Nicole Dayton

** Summa Cum Laude  ** Magna Cum Laude  ♦ Cum Laude  ♦ Honors Program  ♦ Teacher Licensure
College of Professional Studies Baccalaureate Candidates

Human Performance and Sport

Raine Adams
Jordan Bryce Alexander
Matthew Joseph Anderson
Geoffrey Scott Austin
Sarah K. Balijahe
Merin-Bryne Bruce
Isaac Garyson Bugarin
Brian Patrick Campbell
Isaiah Alexander Carrillo
Luis Christion Cedillo
Luis Enrique Centeno Gonzalez
Joseph P. William Dikeman
Emily Katherine Duclan
Ray L. Duran
Emily Eggers
Reyna Espinoza
John Bubba Gauld
Cole M. Geiger
Trevor Michael Glen
Sydney Marie Gonzalez
Annamarie Cathleen Gowing
Hannah Green
Kenton Maurice Hagans
Emine Harris
Phoenix Celeste Hinojos
Morgan Reanna Hinton-Moreno
Sebastian James Hise
Breanna May Hitter
Kaitlyn Marie Huckaby
Jacob Beck Humphrey
Samantha Rae King
Dakota Timothy Kordsiemon
Jonathan Robert Krambeer
Lanczowski
Darian Isaiah Leahy
Jordan Ashley Lewis
Aubrey Sage Lombard
Mitchell Knox Lombard
Cristian Martinez-Varela
Shannon Cathleen McDuff
Zachary Darren McLaughlin
Caitlin Paige McNally
Marlene Mendoza Pacheco
Todd Timothy Pardieck
Angelo Pimentel
Andrew Douglas Parker
Alexis Joline Putzlocker
James Anthony Pyle
Rachel Lauren Rael
Veronica K. Ramirez
Pamela A. Redlin
Gannon Scott Reiswig
Owen Joseph Reynolds
Xavier Rodriguez
Trevor Dane Schrepel
Victoria Aileen Shead
Zachary A. Sheppard
Paige Kathleen Simonavice
Anissa Fayre Sisneros
Jolene Z. Terry
Carlos Alberto Torres Serrano
Juan Carlos Torres
Brian Luke Trowbridge

Human Services and Counseling

Dylan James Adams
Israel A. Alvarado
Terry Anderson
Anthony Michael Barba
Felicia Rae Barela
Nele Kathrin Becker
Skyler Lee Boyce
Nathan Luke Brooks
Cali Barbara Claussen
Jennifer Marie Cleveland
Taryn Courtney
Ernest Ray Daniels II
Niko James Dowling
Gina Marie Frederick
Cameron Christian Gardner
Kayla Jean Gardner
Alexa Gerlitz
Carmen Antonia Gurrola
Crystal D. Hernandez
Gerald Lannes Irwin
Mary Kennedy Laidlaw
Christy Danielle Lewis
Eva Abigail Loya
Thomas Alan McRill Jr.
Brian Joseph Miller
Roman Alexander Molnar
Sidney William Morrison
Courtney Rae Murphy
Zary Nava
Amy Michelle Offerle
Jovonna Vanessa Aubre Ortega-Reyes
Isabelle Marie Padilla
Itzel Perez Galicia
Amelia Paige Poskhus
Jacob William Regan
Hasyln Laven Rivera
Mari Carmen Rodriguez Jara
Rina Vivian Rodriguez
Corey Lee Sexton
Jacob William Stephens
Cody T. White

Industrial Design

Roger Frejus Abathan
Caitlin Fay Bryant
Austin Coffin
George Carl Dieling
Ryan Zachary Durfee
John James Glisan
Daniel Joseph Haddad
Warren Delbert Harris
Dominique Hunt
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College of Professional Studies Baccalaureate Candidates

Cambria Chamise Klinger
Michael Hunter Kovacs
Cristiano Lorenzo Martinez
Jordan Harrison Nelson
Matt Odean
Ian Edward Rezac
Thomas Jordan Rivers
Matthew Jude Silva
Cody J. Snyder

Ryan Thomas Gustav Wearp
Joshua Quinton Wendt
Zachary Joseph Zambo

Nursing
Joel Harrison Baker
Allison Lora Barney
Sascha Beaver
Austin William Bennett
Heather May Bierhaus
Bailey Genevieve Brown
Ethan Dian Apple Campanie
Timothy Ray Carney
Sarah Beth Chapelle
Deborah Cole
Nicholas DiCola
Dana Brett Gaetani

Rachel Elizabeth Garbars
Alexia Lauren Girin
Myciah Elizabeth Giroue
Grace Goding
Rebecca Ann Gould
Rebecca Anne Gray
Jeanne Nicole Haselhorst
Jessica L. M. Heid
Nicole Joslyn Herceg
Ellen Frances Hurley
Caetlin Marie Jagiello
Lila B. Johnson
Hong Kun Kim
Kimberly Natasha Kretsch
Nicholas Kronick
Steven J. Lane II
Michele Marie Lehman
Hillary Clare Leonard

Michelle Renae Lindholm
Kristen Taylor Lipsey
Carisa D. Merchant

Leanne R. Miller
Alyssa Mitchell
Timur Jon Monis
Justin R Oberkramer
Thomas Buckley Oberto
Obed Omweno
Erik Parker
Heather Nicole Polk
Matthew Edward Rhodin
Ashley Marie Roach
Kayleene Roedema
Courtney Marie Rogers
Leticia Rosales
Robert Bryan Shaughnessy
Tracey Elaine Suhr

Alicia Catherine Elizabeth Thompson
Brenna Marie Ferguson
Teresa Trejo

Adele Kathryn Vrooman
Jenna Marie Peterson Walter
Jennifer Joyce Watkins
Tiffany Nichole White
Victoria Whitley
Amalia Kali Williams
Katelyn Anne Wyzgowski
Fanaye Zegeye

Nutrition
Rebecca Dianne Baird
Brandi L. Baldwin

Megan Rose Bowyer
Camille Collette Brown
Mesay Desalegn
Kyle Dodgion

Robert Van Stan Eldredge III
Ariel Rodrigo Fefer
Caetlin Marie Hermann
Kaelyn Mary McCann
Elizabeth Ann Olson
Jennifer Marie Ramirez
Alcarita Antonia Romero
Richard A. Rouse
Jessica Rybka
Sydney Taylor Sanelli

Social Work
Jowhara Jeylanli Adan
Olivia Jean Albery
Staci Alley
Ana Antonio Rodriguez
Amber Arndt
Kuiana Lynett Askew
Emily M. Aspennwall
Lauren Anne Avery
Sarah Ann Bocanegra-Candelaria
Alexis Reneé Bond
Christine Marcella Buchi
Deysi Bueno De Luna
Samantha Camacho
Maddisen Shiane Cavalieri
Joseph Michael Chouinard
Destiny R. DeHerrera
Jessica Dawn Eavenson
Julia Eickhoff
Belicia Esparza
Jason Antonio Flores
Lizbeth Flores Prado
Rachael Arthur Frimpong
Leah Brian Fuller
Lynette Marie Garber
Jessie Ludmila Partridge Glasscock
Yolanda Gonzales Tarrillo
Alicia Kay Groves
Pahoua Heu Gushen
Morgan Danielle Hazelton

Aubrey Janelle Hiatt
Gina-Leigh Hill
Baylee Hodack
Stacey Kraus Irwin
Maryan Ismaill Issack
Veronica Nicole Ivazes
Diana Arielle Johnson
Holly Michelle Kaiser
Seeta Kromah
Mikaela Sue Kubiak
Jake Kvidera
Bibian Labra Reyes
Robert Alexander Lane
Blanca Gandeli Lara Partida
Shelby Rebecca Laughlin
Courtney Marie Leatherman
Gabriela Lopez Ortega
Jessica Marie Lopez
Michell Lozano Prieto
Eric Lozano-Olivas
Amy Lyden
Kaileigh Michelle Lyons
Sabrina Anne McAlister
Maria Guadalupe Martinez-Nava
Roxzana Martinez
Kira Lee McMorris
Martina McNaboe
Catherine Mendez Herrera
Jennifer Mercado

Summa Cum Laude
Magna Cum Laude
Cum Laude
Honors Program
Teacher Licensure
College of Professional Studies Baccalaureate Candidates

Brooke Moore  
Ki’Ajah Sharae Moore  
Katherine Ann Muller  
Sadie Katherine Muncy  
Brandon Murphy  
Nicole Oliphant  
Katherine Annemarie Origer  
Kascee Mae Ortega  
Estephania Perez  
Lisa Power  
Jessica Anne Rasmussen  
Liezl Ravelo Peterson  
Caterina Elise Richey  
Cindy Rodriguez Chavez  
Ashlee Rogers  
Stephany Romero Miranda  
Brittany Romero Miranda  
Arianna Rosales-Burciaga  
Brandon Alan Rowley  
Joshua Martez-Dawayne Samuels  
Lydia S. Sanchez  
Soledad Sanchez-Bautista  
Khayriyyah Octavia Simmons  
Amber Dawn Slone  
Sarah Anne Smith  
Kiara Lynn Snelson  
Sarah Elizabeth Tanous  
Amber Marie Taylor  
Kimberly Ann Teasdale  
Fernando M. Torres  
Memuna Tossa  
Jennifer Lynn Touhey  
Stephanie L. Trammell  
Dulce Valle Arellano  
Lydia Van Der Vorst  
Penny Bannister Vaulton  
Caitlyn Edith Verbridge  
Ellie Carolyne Wagley  
Rachel Mariah Ladd White  
Essence Williams  
Samantha Rose Williams  
Jacquelyn Marie Woodward  
Jamison Joy Woodward  
Maryssa Alexis Yarbrough  
Thomas Sung-No Yi  
Megan Rachelle Zatorski  

Speech, Language and Hearing Sciences

Jeanne Elizabeth Erker  
Angelina Krystine Francalancia  
Alyssa Raelynn Haro  
Katie Marie Hunter  
Madison Victoria Lofthus  
Kylie Belle Morris  
Nathalie Alexandra Munoz  
Jocelyn Ochoa  
Bianca Selena Perez  
Cynthia Ashley Rawlings
School of Education  
Graduation Candidates Spring 2021

Master’s Candidates

Master of Arts in Teaching

Carrie Beth Acosta  
Cynthia Aguilar  
Laura Anderson-Travis  
Alexandra Ray Anttila  
Kate Elizabeth Ballard  
Charla Dee Basky  
Erica Patrice Beck  
Amanda Kathryn Beedle  
Sydney Lennon Corbisiero  
Nicole Michelle Crow  
Gabrielle Veonia Dennard  
Sueyuna Mary Dorsey-Duthie  
Alexander Emir Epps  
Emily Elise Faron  
Dorie Ann Fleming  
Dimpna Flores Guerra  
Latisha Marie Galloway  
Lucas Carl Goodrich  
Chloe Morse Greene  
Joseph Presley Harrell  
Gloria Hernandez  
Sarah Rae Jacobs  
SsuLin Anne Jin  
Arielle Nicole Kimmel  
Elizabeth Anne Lamfers  
Julia Lamphear  
Taylor Morgan Larsen  
Tracy Marie Lasala  
Lauren Cassidy LeDoux  
Ian Lysaght  
Jennifer M. Meade  
Erica Patrice Beck  
Eric Anthony Olguin  
Abigail R. Patchen  
Chelsea Lynn Pennock  
Kendra Lee Rendon  
Amber Kay Rose Reyes  
Traysa Renee Romano  
Morgan Lynn Rynearson  
Elizabeth Zasowski Sanders  
Olivia Jean Sando  
Emily Elizabeth Sheriff  
Karissa Ranae Silva  
Michael-Marie Katherine Valdez  
Elysia Kristene Vigil  
Thomas John Wells  
Pamela Elizabeth Wilde  
Jacob Wisler  
Xinxing Zhang  

Baccalaureate Candidates

Elementary Education and Literacy

Elisabeth Randolph Allen  
Edith Almanzan Prieto  
Brittany Anderson  
Bethany Leighann Bachmann  
Myranda Rene Bell  
Silvana Belen Berdiales  
Alexandra Faye Berkowitz  
Mayra Brito Bustamante  
Shanai Alexia Cetin  
Tabatha Ann Connor  
Megan Elizabeth Coyle  
Cinthia Itzel Diaz-Hinojos  
Megan Elizabeth Donato  
Haley Lynn Dowd  
Denise Gonzalez-Ortega  
Devon Michael Haller  
Lindsay Mae Hand  
Sarah Elizabeth Harris  
McKayla Leigh Hickey  
Faith Hindman  
Riley Katherine Hood  
Sydney Lauren Hunt  
Lexi Jauton Jackson  
Alexa Marie Ketchel  
Savannah Lennon  
Cameron Joseph Leonard  
Miranda Martinez  
Richard Joseph Martinez  
Kacey Louella Mellentine  
Emma Murphy  
Haley Mae Nelson  
Ebbie Ann Jarvis Pell  
Laura Lee Porter  
Samantha Shay Ripley  
Hailey Jordan Robinson  
Rachael Rodriguez  
Anna Strandquist  
Rachel Faith Sumners  
Selines Torres  
Ana Emilia Vazquez Gutierrez  
Julia Kathe Vasquez  
Ashlie Wycoff  
Cynthia Aguilar  
Laura Anderson-Travis  
Alexandra Ray Anttila  
Kate Elizabeth Ballard  
Charla Dee Basky  
Erica Patrice Beck  
Eric Anthony Olguin  
Abigail R. Patchen  
Chelsea Lynn Pennock  
Kendra Lee Rendon  
Amber Kay Rose Reyes  
Traysa Renee Romano  
Morgan Lynn Rynearson  
Elizabeth Zasowski Sanders  
Olivia Jean Sando  
Emily Elizabeth Sheriff  
Karissa Ranae Silva  
Michael-Marie Katherine Valdez  
Elysia Kristene Vigil  
Thomas John Wells  
Pamela Elizabeth Wilde  
Jacob Wisler  
Xinxing Zhang  

Secondary Education, K-12 and Education Technology

Alexis Shelby Atnip  
Bailey Shea McLaughlin  
Oscar Mendez Estrada  
Shawn Michael Patrick Phelan  
Matthew Allen Spatz  
Gissill Vazquez  
Teresa Lyn Whalin  

Special Education, Early Childhood and Culturally and Linguistically Diverse Education

Aisha Sofia Bhuyia  
Samantha Morgan Blackwell  
Karissa Eileen Carias  
Marissa Carlstrom  
Trent Michael Carpenter  
Katherine Comstock  
Christina De Luna  
Dorie Fleming  
Rhegan Gallegos  
Nathanael Stephen Goyins  
Sarah Ivy Johnson  
Sidney Leigh Kizer  
Melody Ann Kromenacker  
Jessica Lopez  
Gabriela Medina  
Zeoane Estrella Medina Morales  
Dah Lay Moo  
Nicole Flores Russell  
Tara D. Smallwood  
Jessica Estela Suarez-Gorski  
Ghada Samir Timani  

++++ Summa Cum Laude  +++ Magna Cum Laude  + Cum Laude  + Honors Program  + Teacher Licensure
School of Hospitality
Graduation Candidates Spring 2021

Baccalaureate Candidates

Hospitality, Tourism and Events

* Jeremy Daniel Altheide
  Martha Elizabeth Baker
  Danielle Bell
  Haley Bradford
  Allison Kimberly Brierley
  Josephina Z. Cariacci-King
  William Jared Collins
  Carla Corral
  Gabriel John Cox
  Bryan William Denman
  Dalena Duyen-An Dinh
  Charles M. Ellerby
  Victoria Marie Fedorco
  Joshua Edward Gilbert
  Sean M. Grismore
  Haley Michelle Gyurko
  Leanna Nicole Heimel
  Amy Irene Henson

** Ellie Hixenbaugh
  Heaven Leigh Irwin
  Caralyn R. Kolberg
  Thomas Joel Lapham
  Tiffany Eva Lase
  Kim Le
  Caley Jae Masterson
  Grace McCabe

* Lindsay Nicole Medina
  Asa Scott Meliza
  Matthew Richard Nesbitt
  Madaleen Ann Newhouse
  Allison Lyn Poeling
  Jacob Aaron Reiner
  Estefani Rivera Bonilla
  Alexis Briana Rodarte
  Jonathan Michael Roth
  Savanah Faimalie Nalani Sabatini

* Megan Michelle Sansburn
  Makala R. Schnablegger
  Lan Shen
  Margarita G. Shleyfer
  Kayla H Torres
  Tyler Christian Tyson
  Brandon Ray Winkel

*** Summa Cum Laude
** Magna Cum Laude
* Cum Laude
* Honors Program
* Teacher Licensure